Showroom Samples Sets

Order sample sets packed in presentation boxes for your showroom
MINI sample set

FULL AUTOMATIC UMBRELLA CAMBRIDGE (US20)
WATER BOTTLE COLORISSIMO WITH METAL HOOK, 700 ml. (HB02)
NORDIC VACUUM FOOD THERMOS, 600 ml. (HFN01)
COLORADO SET II, torch and large mutitool (MSET02)

ASK FOR PRICE

The mentioned prices does not include the shipping cost.
The products are without imprint.
MIDI sample set

- Wireless Headphones Colorissimo (PH20)
- Colorado SET II, torch and large multitool (MSET02)
- Full Automatic Umbrella Cambridge (US20)
- Water Bottle Colorissimo with Metal Hook, 700 ml. (HB02)
- Nordic Vacuum Food Thermos, 600 ml. (HFN01)
- Trekking Backpack Flash M (LPN525)

The mentioned prices do not include the shipping cost. The products are without imprint.

ASK FOR PRICE
MAXI
sample set

FULL AUTOMATIC UMBRELLA CAMBRIDGE (US20)
COLORADO SET II, torch and large multitool (MSET02)
THERMOS COLORISSIMO, 500 ml. (HT01)
WATER BOTTLE COLORISSIMO WITH METAL HOOK, 700 ml. (HB02)
THERMAL MUG COLORISSIMO, 450 ml. (HD02)
NORDIC VACUUM FOOD THERMOS, 600 ml. (HFN01)
WIRELESS HEADPHONES COLORISSIMO (PH20)
TREKKING BACKPACK FLASH M (LPN525)
VOYAGER I BUSINESS BACKPACK 15” (LPN650)
MEN’S SOFTSHELL JACKETS (DJ1)

ASK FOR PRICE

The mentioned prices does not include the shipping cost.
The products are without imprint.